
Book reviews

Cerebrospinal Fluid in Diseases of the
Nervous System. RA Fishman. (Pp 384;
illustrated; £18-25.) WB Saunders. 1980.

Professor Fishman's book fulfils a great
need in the medical literature, there being
no other authoritative and detailed
treatise on the abnormal, CSF in disease.
This is a comprehensive work covering the
anatomy, physiology, and the normal and
abnormal CSF. The sections on patho-
physiology and intracranial hypertension
are a particularly noteworthy contribution.
A wide range of constituents in the CSF
are considered in detail, and there is
inclusion of much useful recent informa-
tion from the literature with a wide but
prudently selective bibliography taken
from the vast literature of original papers
now available. With advantage, perhaps
more attention could have been given to
the various patterns of abnormality in the
CSF, which are present at different stages
of the commoner disorders, together with
more discussion of these in relation to
differential diagnosis in terms of CSF
findings considered in conjunction with
clinical presentations.
A full account is given of the indications,

contraindications, and technique of
lumbar puncture with appropriate refer-
ences to the important differences among
lumbar, cisternal, and ventricular CSF,
but this book contains no details of
laboratory procedures. All aspects of the
CSF including chemistry, bacteriology,
and cytology are included, but emphasis
is on the chemistry.
The book will be warmly welcomed as

an interpretative manual in both hospital
wards and laboratories alike.

PT LASCELLES

Haematological Cytochemistry. FGJ
Hayhoe and D Quaglino. (Pp vi + 320;
illustrated; £32.) Churchill Livingstone.
1980.

The contribution made by Frank Hayhoe
and Dennis Quaglino to the clytochemical
classification of the acute leukaemias is
well known to all concerned with the care
of patients with leukaemia and arose from
their collaborative work in Cambridge
in the early 1960s. Their more recent
collaboration, in the production of this
authoritative book on the cytochemistry of
blood and bone marrow cells in man, is
to be particularly welcomed since no
equivalent monograph of this standing
exists.

Each section describes the
development, chemical basis, an
application of cytochemical me
proven value, and the more c
used methods are described in a
appendix. The biological signific
cytochemical reaction is someti
cult to interpret, and the text
cularly useful in explaining, or
the metabolic basis of individual.
With a few exceptions, the err
very much on standard chr
reactions rather than on ele
immuno-cytochemistry.

This book, with some quite ou
colour illustrations, will bec
important reference source for
oratory workers who perform or
cytochemical reactions on hae
and should also act as a sti
further research.

Clinical Histocompatibility Testi
'A Transplantation Proceedings
December 1979. Ed CB (
(Pp 316; illustrated; $32.50.) G
Stratton. 1980.

This book is a record of the 197
of the American Association fc
Histocompatibility Testing. Elev
defined chapters cover recent ad
transplantation genetics and imn
The genetics and the immunoch
HLA sections include studies c
of somatic cell hybrids in the inv
of cell surface antigens and in ti
tion of monoclonal antibodies.
antigens are well represented
sections, and further evidence
existence of a second B-cell locu
from the DR locus is presented
tions of HLA with disease and
immune response and the re
between HLA and red blood
non-HLA lymphocyte antigens
quately represented. New mi
histocompatibility are discussed
and recent advances in renal X
marrow transplantation are also

This book should be welc
technicians and clinicians as a
reference source of recent dev
in histocompatibility, and the
on the clinical application of
system is of particular interest.
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Factors affecting Analytical Performance
in clinical chemistry laboratories. Report
of a working party sponsored by the
Nuffield Provincial Hospital Trust, April
1980. (Pp 52; illustrated.) Reprints
obtainable from Miss Patricia Knid,
Department of Clinical Chemistry, St
Thomas' Hospital, London SEl 7EW.

reactions. With financial backing from the Nuffield
iphasis is Provincial Hospital Trust, the Royal
omogenic College of Pathologists convened a
ctron or Working Party, including nominees from

the Association of Clinical Biochemists
itstanding and the Institute of medical Laboratory
:ome an Sciences, to survey a representative
r all lab- sample of laboratories participating in
r interpret the UK National Quality Control Scheme
-mic cells in clinical chemistry in order to determine
mulus to which factors contributed the consistently

good or bad analytical performance.
J STUART This unique and thorough study shows

that the majority of factors associated
with a low 'running overall mean variance
index score' are statistically related to
size, larger laboratories tending to have
the best performance. Laboratories which

ng. Vol 4. perform badly tend to have a low invest-
,Reprint'. ment in equipment and calibration sera,
~arpenter. less awareness of quality control, a small
irune and workload, and a relatively small staff

with no chemical pathologist or bio-
chemist in administrative charge.

F9 meeting Understandably, this report with its
)r Clinical numerous tables, figures, and statistical
ien clearly lists of significance makes for heavy
ivances in reading but it could be read with profit
nunology. by all concerned with the provision of
emistry of pathology services.
)n the use FV FLYNN
iestigation
ie produc-
HLA-DR
I in two
e for the A Colour Atlas of Bone Disease. Victor
is separate Parsons. (Pp 112; illustrated; £14.) Wolfe
I. Associa- Medical Publications Limited. 1980.
1 with the
lationship I was surprised by my reaction to this
cell and book. Jolly in its appearance-orangy
are ade- cover, black print, colour pictures on the

ethods in hard cover; nice in the hand-slender but
in detail, of generous page size; well produced-

and bone- good binding, fine not too glossy paper,
presented. well laid out pages (someone worked hard
-omed by at letting each page declare its pattern:)
i valuable it has positive impact. Some illustrations
,elopments lack definition, specimen photographs and
emphasis x-rays suffering from reduction, although
the HLA the photomicrographs stand up well.

These are important considerations in an
H H JONES atlas. But no, the looking is all right.
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It is the reading that is difficult. There
is so little space for words: each one must
tell and be helped by organisation,
precision, and accuracy, which are
inconstant here. Extra care is required
because much must be left unsaid, an
invitation to imagination and extension
by implication. A distinct impression
comes upon one that the book exists for
the pictures, different pictures different
book. Another step, and the question
arises: is it a counter in the publication
game? Difficult points to argue. But what
is the place of the colour atlas? Certainly
if it is to contribute there must be tighter
editorship than in this example.

PD BYERS

Endocrinology. Vols 1, 2, and 3. Ed
LJ De Groot, GF Cahill, WD Odell,
L Martini, JI Potts, DH Nelson, E
Steinberger, and Al Winegrad.
Vol 1 (Pp xxi + 547; illustrated; $57);
Vol 2 (Pp xxi + 758; illustrated; $77.50);
Vol 3 (Pp xxi + 838; illustrated; $85.50).
Grune & Stratton. 1979.

It is not often that a book of such quality
is produced, and it is even less often that
a reviewer can be so fulsome in his
praise. It has been a pleasure to read
through the three volumes, my only
regret being that at the price the volumes
are more likely to find their way into
libraries rather than into individual
collections. The volumes embody a
successful attempt to integrate clinical
endocrinology, physiology, genetics, bio-
chemistry, and immunology and also
discuss in some detail the various methods
of estimation for a variety of hormonal
substances. With nearly 200 experienced
contributing authors, the eight editors
are to be congratulated on the regularity
of style in the various chapters.
These are not books for the hip pocket,

with a total of 2,143 pages and a com-
bined weight of 7 kg, but they do repre-
sent one of the most enlightened and
comprehensive attempts to cover the
field of endocrinology not only from a
clinical aspect for the practising physician
but also by the use of basic science data
to aid interpretation. These books will
become a standard reference work in the
field of endocrinology.

GW PENNINGTON

Book reviews

Abdominal Ultrasound. Static and Dynamic
Scanning. 2nd edn. Ed HH Holm, JK
Kristensen, SN Rasmussen, JF Pedersen,
S Hancke, F Jensen, J Gammelgaard and
EH Smith. (Pp 274; illustrated; Dkr 300.)
Munksgaard. 1980.

All diagnostic methods are comple-
mentary, and, although the initiating
clinician also has the ultimate duty of
making sense of the reports and data
he receives, it is equally important that
the diagnostic specialist should look side-
ways to see how his information can be
compared and correlated with other sorts
of data. Ultrasound is not one of the
newest techniques but its impact is
increasingly important and its use, for
example in ultrasonically guided per-
cutaneous diagnostic puncture, is of
direct relevance to the cytopathologist.
In some places the cytologist wields the
needle, but however that may be, the
pathologist, as the ultimate visualiser,
should know how things look to others.
Abdominal Ultrasound is a clearly written,
well-illustrated guide, which deserves to
be scanned more widely than in the
confines of the diagnostic x-ray depart-
ment.

HEM KAY

Clinical Pathology. Continuing Education
Review. DH Buss, ML O'Connor, and
BL Wasilauskas. (Pp 331; $14.75.)
Medical Examination Publishing Co Inc.
1980.

This is a collection of 530 essay questions
with short answers on chemical pathology,
haematology, microbiology, and para-
sitology. The questions are mostly topical
(but who uses the Dick test nowadays?)
and, though based on American practice,
will be nonetheless stimulating to trainee
pathologists anywhere in the world. After
each article is a reference to a review article
for further reading, some of which are not
very recent. As the answers appear to be
based on these reviews it is inevitable that
there are some omissions. The book is well
indexed, and it is easy to find one's way

to a question. The layout is satisfactory,
and there are few typographical errors,
though the confusion in the abbreviations
for hepatitis B virus antigens on pages
244 and 245 may cause problems. Candi-
idates for the primary MRC Path will
obtain profit and pleasure from dipping
into this book, but its price may deter
them.

RJC HART

Notices

International Symposium on Nephrotoxi-
city
An International Symposium on Nephro-
toxicity (Assessment and Pathogenesis)
will be held at the University of Surrey,
Guildford, England, 7-11 September 1981.
There will be the opportunity to present
posters, abstracts of which will be pub-
lished. The closing date for registration is
15 July 1981. For further information
please contact the Secretary, Nephro-
toxicity Symposium, Department of Bio-
chemistry, University of Surrey, Guildford,
GU2 5XH, Surrey, England.

Fondazione Giovanni Lorenzini
An advanced course on Monoclonal Anti-
bodies and Ultrasensitive Immunoassay
in Human Diagnosis and Monitoring of
Therapy and the 3rd International
Symposium on Calciotropic Hormones:
Methods and Clinical Applications will
be held in Gardone Riviera, Lake Garda,
Italy, 6-9 May 1981.For informationplease
contact the Organising Secretariat: Fon-
dazione Giovanni Lorenzini, Via Monte
Napoleone, 23-20121 Milan, Italy.

4th World Congress for Cervical Pathology
and Colposcopy
The Fourth World Congress for Cervical
Pathology and Colposcopy will be held in
London, 13-17 October 1981. For further
information write to: CPC Secretariat,
Caroline Roney Medical Conference
Organisers, 100 Park Road, London NWI
4RN, UK.
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